Abstract-The proliferation of GPS-enabled devices leads to the massive generation of geotagged data sets recently known as Big Location Data. It allows users to explore and analyse data in space and time, and requires an architecture that scales with the insertions and location-temporal queries workload from thousands to millions of users. Most large scale key-value data storage solutions only provide a single one-dimensional index which does not natively support efficient multidimensional queries. In this paper, we propose GeoTrie, a scalable architecture built by coalescing any number of machines organized on top of a Distributed Hash Table. The key idea of our approach is to provide a distributed global index which scales with the number of nodes and provides natural load balancing for insertions and location-temporal range queries. We assess our solution using the largest public multimedia data set released by Yahoo! which includes millions of geotagged multimedia files.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ever increasing number of GPS-enabled devices such as smartphone and cameras generate geotagged data. On a daily basis, people leave traces of their activities involving mobile applications, cars, unmanned aircraft vehicles (UAVs), ships, airplanes, and IoT devices. These activities produce massive flows of data which cannot be acquired, managed, and processed by traditional centralized solutions within a tolerable timeframe. The time and geographic analysis of such data can be crucial for life saving efforts by helping to locate a missing child, or for security purposes allowing to know which smartphone and therefore who was present in a given area and during a specific event. An emergent field of research, known as Big Location Data [1] , [2] , addresses this issue.
The essential characteristic of Big Location Data is that it associates every data with meta-data which includes a geotag and a timestamp. Location-temporal range queries [3] represent a major challenge for data extraction, exploration and analysis, within both a geographic area and a time window.
Services like automatic smartphones location or smart cities, can generate meta-data on an even larger scale. Allowing millions of users to explore these data sets could help get more insight about what happens in particular geographic areas within given timeframes. For instance, people who attended a concert between 20:00 p.m. and 01:00 a.m. may want to review public pictures and comments from people who attended the same concert. The concert manager may want to acquire more feedback about the overall concert experience by analyzing pictures, comments and tags. Or people might want to verify whether the referee of a football match missed a foul by catching multiple amateur videos and pictures of the action.
The main challenge presented by such services is to guarantee scalability, fault tolerance, and load balancing for a high number of concurrent insertions and location-temporal range queries. Relational databases cannot reach such scales: their response time significantly increases when concurrent insertions and queries have to cover billions of objects. Other approaches that rely on a centralized global index [4] - [6] contend with a bottleneck. More recent approaches use spacefilling curves [7] in order to collapse the latitude and longitude coordinates into a one-dimensional index and distribute it over multiple nodes [8] - [10] . Although they allow scalable location-temporal query processing, the curse of dimensionality [7] introduces several processing overheads which impact the query response time.
In this paper, we present a scalable architecture for locationtemporal range queries. The main component of the architecture is a distributed multidimensional global index which supports location-temporal range querying on a large scale, and provides natural insertion and query load balancing.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• An approach to introduce location-temporal data locality in a fully decentralized system such as a distributed hash latitude, longitude, timestamp tuples into a distributed prefix octree, thus efficiently filtering false positives while providing fault tolerance and load balancing for internetscale applications.
• A theoretical evaluation of our solution, which shows that its message complexity for insertions and range queries is logarithmic with respect to the number N of nodes involved.
• A practical evaluation, which shows that our solution alleviates the bottleneck on the root node during insertions and range queries. This property has an impact on the query response time. For instance, queries which avoid the root node presents an average query response time up to 1.9x faster than queries which starts at the root level. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We detail our solution in Section II, and then evaluate it in Section III using a large public multimedia dataset from Yahoo!. We give an overview of the related work in Section IV, before concluding in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
We aim to propose a scalable architecture for indexing and querying meta-data extracted from geotagged data sets.
We choose to work on top of a distributed hash table (DHT) such as Pastry [11] or Chord [12] because it provides a strong basis for scalable solutions as opposed to centralized server architectures. DHTs provide an overlay with properties such as self-organisation, scalability to millions of nodes (usually routing has a message complexity of O(log(N )), where N is the number of nodes) and dependability mechanisms via replication. However, a DHT by itself cannot constitute a satisfactory solution for scalable location-temporal data storage and retrieval because the hash function usually destroys data locality for the sake of load balancing.
The proposed architecture must create data locality over DHTs based on three core dimensions: latitude, longitude and timestamp. We assume that every meta-data entry references data stored on an external storage service. We intent for our architecture to achieve the following properties.
• Self-organisation: The architecture must be selforganised. That is, every node must run a local protocol without needing to add a central third party.
• Scalable query processing: Meta-data insertions and location-temporal range queries must scale with the number of available nodes in the DHT.
• Query load balance: Meta-data insertions and locationtemporal range queries must be distributed in the architecture in order to avoid a single bottleneck.
• High Availability: The architecture must tolerate node failures. Geotrie builds location-temporal data locality over a DHT following two main steps: mapping and indexing. The mapping step associates every (latitude,longitude,timestamp) coordinate with a tuple key T k = (T lat , T lon , T t ), where every coordinate of T k is a 32-bit word. The indexing step inserts every Figure 1 presents an example of the mapping strategy for latitude value 24.550558.
Every tuple T k encloses coordinates into a location-temporal cell which covers an area of 0.46 cm × 0.93 cm at the equator, and ensures a one second time precision. It also induces the following properties. • Prefix data locality. Shared prefixes imply closeness. That is, all keys with the same prefix necessarily belong to the single and same area represented by this prefix. For instance, all keys that share the same prefix key (00,00,00) belong to the interval covered by this prefix.
Note that the converse is not true; for instance 011 and 100 are adjacent but they do not share a common prefix.
B. Indexing
The GeoTrie structure exploits both properties presented above. It indexes every tuple key T k = (T lat , T lon , T t ) into a distributed prefix octree-like indexing structure built on top of a DHT.
Every GeoTrie node holds a label l, a state s, and the range it covers. The label l is a prefix of T k and the state s can either be leaf node, internal node, or external node. Only leaf nodes store data; internal nodes stand on the path to leaf nodes that do hold data, while external nodes stand outside any such path. A DHT node declares itself to be an external node for a label l, when it receives a query asking for a non existing label l on its local data structure. The range covered by a GeoTrie node is locally computed by using its label l and the recursive prefix domain partition property presented above. Furthermore, every internal node stores links to its direct children nodes and the range they cover.
Every GeoTrie node is assigned to the DHT node whose identifier in the ring is closest to the key k = Hash(l).
Upon start-up, GeoTrie consists of a single root node with label l = ( * , * , * ) and leaf node state. When a node becomes full, GeoTrie scales out by switching it to internal and dispatching its load onto eight new leaf nodes created via recursive prefix domain partitioning. Figure 2 shows a representation of the GeoTrie data structure for tuple keys of size D = 2 bits. GeoTrie can take advantage of any replication mechanism used by DHTs in order to provide fault tolerance. For instance, in Pastry [11] Geotrie can use the leaf set in order to replicate and maintain the state of every Geotrie node.
Insertions and deletions. Storing and deleting an object with key T k consists first in locating the leaf node whose label is prefix of T k , and then in carrying out the insertion or deletion operation directly on this node. For instance in Figure 2 , tuple key T k1 = (00, 00, 00) is stored on the leaf node with label l 1 = (00, 00, 00) and tuple key T k2 = (10, 10, 10) is stored on the leaf node with label l 2 = (1, 1, 1). Algorithm 2 presents a pseudocode of the insertion operation; it uses the locateLeaf procedure detailed in Algorithm 1. locateLeaf receives a tuple key T k as input and returns the leaf node whose label is prefix of T k . It does so by performing a binary search over different possible prefixes of T k until a node with state leaf node is reached. For every tuple key T k , there are exactly D possible prefix labels plus the root node, and only one them can designate a leaf node. The client starts by sending a lookup message to a label prefix of T k of size D/2 (i.e, the middle of the space of possible candidates). This label is computed by extracting the first D/2 bits of every coordinate. If the state of this node is external, it means that the target leaf node keeps a label of shorter prefixes. In this case, the binary search cuts the space to prefixes of higher size D/2 − 1 and it propagates the lookup to shorter prefixes. Instead, if the target node is an internal node it means that the leaf node keeps a longer prefix. It cuts the space to a lower prefix of size D/2 + 1 and propagates the search down GeoTrie. This process continues recursively and ends upon reaching a leaf node whose label is prefix of T k . If the locateLeaf algorithm fails to return a leaf node due to index maintenance, the client must retry the insertion at a later time. This binary search procedure benefits of the prefix property of GeoTrie which allows queries to start at any node, and thus prevents the root node from becoming a bottleneck.
Index maintenance. GeoTrie provides two index maintenance operations: split and merge. The split operation occurs when a leaf node stores B keys, where B is a system parameter. An overloaded leaf node scales out its load by creating eight new children nodes via recursive domain partitioning. The dispatch of data follows the prefix rule: a data entry with index T k gets transferred to the new leaf node whose label l is prefix of T k . After transferring all its data, the split node changes its state from leaf node to internal node and every child node becomes a new leaf node.
The merge operation is the opposite to the split operation. GeoTrie triggers the merge operation on a group of eight leaf nodes which share the same internal node as parent when the sum of their storage loads becomes less than B/8 objects. When this happens the internal node sends a merge message to all its leaf node children, thus requesting they transfer back all their stored data. Upon transfer completion, all children leaf nodes detach from the prefix tree structure and the parent switches its state from internal node to leaf node. Typical applications generate far more insertions than deletions, so we expect a low proportion of merge operations compared to split operations.
Location-temporal range queries. A location-temporal range query is represented as a three dimensional range query 
This query is resolved as follows. First, the sender node uses the mapping function defined above in order to translate every coordinate constraint (ΔLat, ΔLon, Δt) into binary strings belonging to the domain {0, 1}
32 as presented in equation 2. 
Then, it computes the common prefix label of minimum common size for every coordinate constraint and it forwards the query to the node which covers this label. 0, 1, 11 ). This common prefix label has not a common size because the time coordinate is longer than the others. Thus, this common prefix is converted to a label of minimum common size l Q = (0, 1, 1) which represents a label of GeoTrie. This label covers all data which is inside the interval of Q. If there is not common prefix, the query must start from the root node labeled l = ( * , * , * ). Algorithm 3 presents a pseudocode for this procedure.
Depending on the state s of the node which receives the query, we identify three cases. (i) If the node is an internal node, it uses the forwardRequest function in order to recursively forward the query onward to the leaf nodes whose location-temporal range intersects that of the query interval.
(ii) If the node is a leaf node, it is the only node that covers the required location-temporal range and returns the objects that satisfy the query. (iii) If the node is an external node, it follows that the common prefix is a label which does not yet exist in the prefix tree (i.e, the query arrived to a DHT node which does not hold this label). In this case, the query is necessarily covered by a single leaf node. in order to find this particular leaf node, the client node then starts the LocateLeaf algorithm from the label of the external node.
III. EVALUATION
This section presents a theoretical and an experimental evaluation of GeoTrie. The theoretical evaluation assesses the scalability of the solution in terms of the message complexity for insertions and range queries. An extensive experimental evaluation studies the load balancing and the performance of GeoTrie in terms of the query response time. We chose to conduct our experimental evaluation with a real dataset: the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons (YFCC) dataset [13] released by Yahoo! It comprises 48, 469, 177 geotagged multimedia files (photos and videos).
A. Overview
This section presents a simulation-based assessment of GeoTrie to measure its performance, with a large scale real world dataset from Yahoo! We implemented GeoTrie on top of FreePastry [14] , an open-source DHT implementation. In our experiments, we deployed N = 1, 000 DHT nodes. Every leaf node stores at most B = 10, 000 keys. We assume that DHT nodes are distributed worldwide. We used a baseline latency file provided in the FreePastry distribution to generate latencies among DHT nodes. Table I gives the baseline values, while Figure 3a shows the observed distribution of latencies on the DHT nodes during our experiments.
1) Query set:
In order to assess the performance of GeoTrie under different range query spans, we generated six query sets (QS) which cover different geospatial bounding box sizes and timespans as follows. First, we randomly picked 1, 000 tuples t k = (latitude, longitude, timestamp) from the dataset. Then, for every query set and for every tuple, we generated a query for a geospatial bounding box which encloses a M × M kilometres square with a time interval of H hours with centre in t k . items that match every query set. These queries represent different bounding box sizes and timespans. For instance, query sets QS1 and QS2 represent highly selective queries. They target bounding boxes of 2 × 2 km 2 and timespans of 1 and 48 hours respectively. Query sets QS3 and QS4 target bigger bounding boxes of 200 × 200 km 2 , with respective timespans of 1 and 48 hours. The query set QS5 targets all the space domain with a timespan of one hour. Finally, the query set QS6 targets all the time domain with a bounding box of two kilometres side size. Query sets QS5 and QS6 are specific in that the former covers the entire geospatial domain and the latter covers the entire temporal domain. Therefore, they both always start at the root node because of the absence of a common prefix. We believe that these combinations of queries represent a rich workload to assess the query load balance and performance of GeoTrie. TABLE VI: Number of DHT lookups per insertion and its latency distribution of a data object identified by T k involves a binary lookup in order to find the leaf node whose label is a prefix of T k . Equation 3 presents the message complexity in terms of the number of DHT lookup messages generated by a single insertion/deletion operation. Note that the message complexity of every DHT lookup is O(log(N ). So the total number of messages generated by a single insertion/deletion operation is given by equation 4.
The message complexity of insertions and deletions on GeoTrie does not depend on the number of objects n. A balanced tree index built on top of a DHT requires O(log(n)) DHT lookups. Via binary searches on a trie whose height cannot exceed 32, GeoTrie outperforms a balanced tree for large values of n. For instance, indexing a new entry among 50 million keys of size D = 32 bits requires about 25 DHT lookups with a tree, while GeoTrie does the job in about 5 DHT lookups.
2) Insertion time:
In this experiment, we indexed all the meta-data of 48, 469, 177 geotagged multimedia files extracted from the YFCC dataset [13] at a rate of 1, 000 items per second. At every insertion, a DHT node is chosen randomly in order to perform the operation. Then, we measured the insertion time as the time elapsed between the moment the client node starts the insertion process until the moment the leaf node successfully stores the item. Table V presents the overall distribution of insertion latencies. Most of the latencies are concentrated between 1.8 and 3.3 seconds with a median of 2.84 seconds. The insertion time depends of the size of the prefix label of the target leaf node. Some insertions can directly arrive to the target leaf node through the binary search algorithm presented in section II. Others insertions require more messages to locate the target leaf node. In order to understand the behaviour of the binary search we measured the distribution of the number of DHT lookups in the insertion process. Table VI presents our results. Since the binary search algorithm is inherently sequential, the number of DHT lookups has a strong impact on the insertion latency. For instance, most insertions (49.84%) require 5 DHT lookups. They present an average latency of 3.34 seconds. Instead, insertions that require 2 lookups (27.79 %) present an average insertion latency of 1.47 seconds (2.27 times faster).
C. Location-temporal range queries 1) Message Complexity:
A location-temporal query on GeoTrie first reaches the node which maintains the common prefix label of minimum common size, and then branches out in parallel down the tree until it reaches all leaf nodes. Equation 5 computes the number of messages for this operation.
The lower bound occurs when the query arrives directly to a single leaf node which covers the interval, and the upper bound occurs when there is no common prefix of minimum size. In the worst case, the query arrives at the root node labeled l = ( * , * , * ) and traverses the whole tree in parallel through a maximum of D + 1 levels (the root node plus the maximum prefix size D=32). Note that the global implicit knowledge introduced by GeoTrie allows to reach the query subspace directly when it does not include the root node. Unlike queries that cover large geographic areas and timespans, queries which target small geographic areas and timespan share a larger common prefix of minimum size, and therefore directly arrive to higher levels of GeoTrie (i.e., close to the leaves). Indexes relying on a balanced tree usually start queries from the root node, and thus induces bottlenecks.
2) Range query performance:
In this experiment, we study queries whose prefix maps to any other node than the root node. More specifically, we assess their impact on the query response time under a workload composed of concurrent range queries. In order to conduct this experiment, we generated a workload of 1, 000 queries per second for every set QS1 to QS5. Every query originates from a DHT node chosen at random. It consists in counting the number of items inside the location-temporal range. Figure 3b and table VII presents the query response time measured as the time elapsed between emission of the query and the latest reception of results from all the leaf nodes that store data relevant to this query. Only about 1% of the query response time corresponds to processing time (i.e, the time it takes a leaf node to filter-out all the data outside the query interval). The remaining 99% of the time corresponds to communication latency. Indeed, in our experiment the metadata is stored in memory, and therefore the local processing cost of a query over a single leaf node is much lower than the network latency cost. As expected, queries that span a shorter space present a lower query response time than queries that span a larger space. For instance, the average query response time is 1.9x slower for queries of QS3 than for queries of QS5. Indeed, we tailored queries in this experiment so that they can avoid the root node. Our results show that Geotrie thus allows to alleviate a potential bottleneck on the root node, and this has a considerable impact on the query response time.
In order to understand how queries are distributed among the GeoTrie structure we measured the GeoTrie level starting point (SP) for QS1 and QS3. We exclude both QS5 and QS6 because by construction they always start at the root node. Table VIII presents our results. Only 0.3% of queries of QS1 (3 out of 1,000) starts at the root node, and 75% of the total amount of queries starts at a level greater or equal than 5. In the case of QS3, 8.3% of the queries (83 out of 1,000) started at the root node and the 75% of the queries started at a level greater or equal than 3. QS3 queries target bigger areas, and therefore match shorter common prefixes in the trie structure.
IV. RELATED WORK
Large scale architectures to store, query and analyse big location data constitute a fast-growing research topic. Current solutions fall into four groups: (i) Hadoop-based solutions; (ii) Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) based solutions; (iii) Keyvalue store-based solutions, and (iv) DHT-based solutions.
Hadoop-based solutions such as SpatialHadoop [4] , Hadoop GIS [5] , and ESRI Tools for Hadoop [6] , extend the traditional Hadoop architecture [15] with spatial indexing structures such as R-Trees [16] or Quad-Trees [17] in order to avoid a scan of the whole dataset when performing spatial analysis. These approaches employ a two-layer architecture that combines a global index maintained on a central server with multiple local indexes. For instance, SpatialHadoop [4] builds spatial indexing structures over HDFS [5] in order to add spatial support for MapReduce tasks. However, these solutions are ill-suited for concurrent insertions and locationtemporal queries because (i) the global index structure on a single node is prone to become a bottleneck, and (ii) they are designed for batch processing of large tasks. Unlike these solutions, GeoTrie constitutes a large scale global locationtemporal index which provides random access and fault tolerance for concurrent insertions and location-temporal queries.
Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) based solutions such as Spatial Spark [18] and GeoTrellis 1 extend traditional RDD solutions such as Spark [19] in order to support big location data. Similarly to Hadoop-based solutions, these systems are designed for batch processing and do not target online processing.
Key-value store-based solutions such as MD-Hbase [8] , MongoDB [20] , ElasticSearch [21] , and GeoMesa [9] require linearization techniques such as space-filling curves [7] in order to collapse several dimensions into a single onedimensional index and to support multi-dimensional queries. Then, the multidimensional query can be reduce to a single dimensional space. However, space-filling curves [7] loosely preserve data locality and introduce several I/O overheads when the number of dimensions increase due to the curse of dimensionality [7] . These overheads impacts negatively the query response time. Unlike these solutions, GeoTrie follows a multidimensional approach which drastically reduces this overhead.
DHT-based solutions can be classified into two main groups: (i) extensions of traditional indexing structures such as B-Trees, Prefix Trees, R-Trees, QuadTrees, and KDtrees to DHTs [22] - [26] , and (ii) overlay-dependent solutions [27] - [30] . Compared to the solutions of the first group, GeoTrie performs domain partitioning to prevent bottlenecks on the root node, and introduces global knowledge about the tree structure to balance the load of insertions and range queries. To the best of our knowledge, the only structure which performs domain partitioning over a DHT is the Prefix Hash Tree (PHT) [22] . PHT can handle multi-dimensional data using linearisation techniques such as z-ordering. As mentioned previously, however, dimensionality reduction with respect to space and time introduces query overheads due to the curse of dimensionality. GeoTrie reduces this overhead because it uses a multidimensional structure and, unlike the solutions of the second group, it is portable to any DHT.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents GeoTrie, a scalable architecture for massive geotagged data storage and retrieval built on top of a DHT. Our solution indexes the location and temporal dimensions of every meta-data on a multidimensional distributed structure which scales and balances the load of insertions and range queries. A theoretical analysis of the message complexity of every operation on GeoTrie demonstrates its scalability. An extensive experimental evaluation over a Yahoo! dataset comprising about 48 millions of multimedia files shows that our solution balances the load of insertions and range queries on a large scale. In a configuration involving 1, 000 nodes, queries which avoids the root node presents an average query response time up to 1.9x faster than queries which starts at the root level. This property of GeoTrie allows to alleviate a potential bottleneck on the root node. We are currently working on an extension of our proposal to handle n-dimensional range queries over massive data sets.
